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Abstract – The systematic, non-experiential prescriptions of classical design methodology continue to have a strong presence in large segments of design research and education while another segment sees domain experience and consequent intuition and creativity as being key to successful design. In this paper the two approaches are outlined and the empirical research literature in human behaviour is employed to discern discrepancies and potential weaknesses. Results show that gaining experience in a domain intrinsically changes how one designs, which the classical methodology does not account for. For example, only designers with tactile and visual domain experience can abstract functions per the dictates of the classical (non-experiential) methodology, which means that they cannot have used the methodology to learn basic design in the first place – or did so only with great difficulty. This and other conflicts pose problems for the education of engineering design students, and to fathom their extent this paper surveys engineering design textbooks offered in Canada and the U. S.; all of the books are found to embrace the classical methodology. If they are to remain involved in preparing students for entry into industry then some aspects of their contained classical methodology must be supplanted by experiential approaches to design education.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1992, in reaction to the ‘scientification’ of engineering design as he saw it, Eugene Ferguson maintained that engineering design draws from the experience of patterns initially perceived by our senses, and that “it is only from this sensory experience that the engineer is able to make creative, innovative, yet sound and practical judgments in the process of engineering design” ([43] citing [25]). Epitomizing this so-called scientification was the growth of a systematic and prescriptive design methodology based on Pahl and Beitz’s epic book, Engineering Design: A Systematic Approach [56], referred to by many as the ‘classical design methodology’ [11]:5. Termed the ‘cDM’ here, its latest incarnations (e.g., [64]) do not require any experience of the designer, nor provide or account for the gaining of experience as one designs [11]:4.

A methodology which in effect does not differentiate experts from novices, however, raises the concern about its appropriateness within an engineering pedagogy, and specifically the question of what might be missing in its use as an educational tool. The cDM may be prescribing activities which students cannot learn from or perform in practice; as such the students would not be adequately prepared for entry into industry.

1.1. Goals and Methods

This paper outlines the experiential and systematic approaches to design and uses existing empirical research literature in human behaviour to discern any weaknesses in an approach. It also surveys engineering design textbooks currently available in Canada and the U.S. to fathom the potential extent of corresponding difficulties in design education, and suggests changes based on these findings.

2. DESIGN AS INTUITIVE PRACTICE

For one school of thought within design research and education there has been growing evidence to support Ferguson’s sentiments, as in Koen’s [42]:85 observations that the engineer “recognizes both science and its use as heuristics, albeit very important ones, to be applied only when appropriate.” This understanding of engineering design as an intuitive practice represents the current epistemology of design for this school, which is a constructivist reaction against science-inspired methodologies [26]. Typical designing is considered by it to now include compromising, resorting when necessary to non-scientific thinking, and making decisions in the face of incomplete knowledge with the help of intuition and experience [1]. Twenty years ago Lloyd [46] argued that experience is the single most important factor in the solution of design problems. In more general terms, Zuga [66] phrases this as “cognitive processes are useless without content knowledge on which to operate.” The school considers this experience to be best gained through
concrete examples since they are easier to visualize, and provide the learner with a guide to understanding new, abstract representations in the world. Learners can test that understanding by visualizing what would happen if it were true and decide that it is consistent with their experience. Design learning and experience require feedback, and interaction with the environment provides the best and most generalizable feedback [1]. Accordingly, educators within this school would look for examples in the students’ experiences to illustrate theories and principles. Otherwise, the students will revert to memorizing the principle without connecting it to the world [1]. Similarly, working within experiential environments would be conducive to learning both design and the connections to underlying principles.

3. DESIGN AS SYSTEMATIC PRESCRIPTION

A second school of thought within design research and education remains committed to science-inspired methodologies, especially the cDM, believing that engineering design itself is or should be a scientific process [16], dictated by rules external to and independent of the designer. It is a mantra perhaps still well epitomized by the proclamations made thirty years ago by Hubka and Eder [34], [33]:

“The most strongly established discipline in engineering design is that of design methodology. It has appeared in various countries in response to a worldwide dissatisfaction with traditional procedures of designing, which are considered as results of creativity and intuition.”

The methodology’s approach has been to embrace systematic, non-visual and non-tactile design methods such as abstract functional analysis (e.g., [56], [65]) to: rationalize the design process [9], [11]; make it universal and independent of the artifact ([54] citing [5]) and eliminate the highly variable human parameters of experience and creativity for the purposes of increasing efficiency, effectiveness and design-outcome certainty ([11]:4, citing [56]).

3.1. Origins of Classical Design Methodology

The development of formal design methods began in the 1940s and 1950s with the recording of experiences and individual findings by several engineering designers such as Wögerbauer, Kesselring, and Pahl [36]. One of their aims was to impart their experience and findings onto beginners to ease and shorten the time necessary to become a fully-fledged designer.

In their further development, design methods became more comprehensive and abstract in order to gain scientific recognition and be suitable for a broad application in different design domains [36]. A distinguishing feature of their development was the belief that logic and rational procedure are themselves the foundations of design [54].

In Germany, the design methods converged to the formal design guideline VDI 2222 [36]. It was comprised of four main design phases: clarification of task (or problem definition); concept generation; embodiment design, and; detail design, which essentially reduce to analysis-synthesis. Included in the guideline were pieces of advice, such as “To free oneself of fixation on solutions, it is advisable to start with the abstraction of the task” and action-oriented instructions like “[set] up a function structure.” In 1993 the guideline was replaced by an even more abstract one, VDI 2221, in whose development Pahl and Beitz were heavily involved, and whose design process flow chart is still representative of today’s widely-used cDM [36].

3.2. Concept Generation Phase

If any of the four systematic design phases listed above were to conflict with human tendencies, concept generation would be likely be the candidate, linked as it is to creativity. It is likely too then that any discrepancies between the experiential and systematic design approaches will be found here. Per the example of its originators (Pahl and Beitz [56]), the cDM’s concept generation phase is usually comprised of the following four steps: functional analysis and decomposition; systematic solution search (or non-experiential creation); systematic and morphological combination; systematic concept selection (which, for simplicity, we have taken the liberty to include, though it will sometimes comprise its own chapter in a design textbook, eg., [65]). Of these, functional analysis and decomposition is considered here first, because it must fully and explicitly epitomizes the systematic, non-visual and non-tactile mandate of the cDM.

3.3. Functional Analysis and Decomposition.

The cDM’s functional analysis and decomposition step initially comprises the use of a ‘black box’ to represent the product function, as shown in the top image of Fig. 1 (adapted from [65]:122, and [53]:152, 574). Subsequently, the single black box is divided “into subfunctions to create a more specific description of what the elements might do” [65]:122. As many black boxes as needed are combined hierarchically in flowchart form to represent the complete product function. The goal of this representation is to describe the functional elements of the product without implying a specific physical solution concept [65]:123, hence the ‘abstract’ designation sometimes given functional analysis. By defining the interactions of functions in terms of transformations of energy, material, and signal flows instead, the intent is to provide an intermediate step between problem and concept solution. The goal of decomposition, in turn, is to separate complex problems into simpler ones, for which solutions are to be found using the subsequent step of systematic solution
search. As in functional analysis, this subsequent step is prescribed without reference to prior experience or to a proficiency level of the designer. Systematic solution search and the other remaining steps within the concept generation phase are further discussed in Sect. 3.2.

Fig. 1. Top: Black box function representation. Bottom: Typical product-function structure using black boxes.

4. HUMAN BEHAVIOUR IN DESIGN

The following subsections utilize the empirical research literature in psychology, education and design to elucidate the human traits considered here to be possibly relevant to designing, some of which are: learning; abstraction, and; visualization. Not all references will be direct empirical research, but may instead cite them.

4.1. Abstraction Requires Experience in Domain

For many engineering designers, functions are hard to imagine except as the actions of concrete spatial things that they obtain through, for example, memories of machines that embody those functions [62], [37]. Empirical research has shown that conceptual knowledge is always linked first to devices rather than abstractions – as is the case in science [48]; a concept in design derives from multiple exposures to the artifacts which embody it [62], [45]. Similarly, function is abstracted from form after witnessing many examples, and the resulting generalized knowledge’s hierarchical structure [12], [54] allows the designer to readily recognize underlying meaning in similar design situations [54], [30].

It is deducible, then, that students without domain experience will have nothing to abstract, and that they will have difficulty thinking in terms of functions because none have been formed in their minds. With no visual or tactile experience to draw upon, they will necessarily try to use deductive reasoning to solve design problems [28], with little chance of progressing past the problem scoping stage [7].

4.2. Coexistence of Visualization and Experience

But even design engineers who manage to be trained analytically only remain so until they acquire experience with the specific problem type; after that they will automatically visualize solutions [47]. Recognition and interpretation of design problems already begins in the human visual system, and good spatial ability significantly promotes design success [2], [27], but only once the designer has gained tactile experience from which to draw upon [27]. This change which occurs as experience in the domain is gained cannot be avoided, for electroencephalography (EEG) experiments performed during conceptual design have shown that experts use more of the visual-spatial regions of their brains than novices do [28]. The ability is comprised of making meaningful interpretations of visual stimuli and of the relations between stimulus elements [29]. The human visual system is a network of many subsystems that interact to give meaning and find the essence of things, thereby making new connections and leading to transformations in memory [10]. This is the mechanism by which one then visualizes and recognizes solutions in terms of one’s own experiences [39], [54], [38]. It is also the mechanism – or is similar to the mechanism – by which one learns, as will be seen in the following subsection.

With this acquired visualization ability, ideas will still need to be expressed in concrete form to see how useful they are. It is through externalized modelling techniques that such complex ideas can be expressed and clarified, thus supporting the next stage of cognitive modelling [41], and which implies an iterative-making aspect to design.

4.3. Gaining Experience Gradually - by Necessity

The information stored in a person’s long term memory is continually being rewritten or transformed with new experiences and reflections [61] according to a structure which supports exploration and creativity [54]. Efficient retrieval requires that the presentation of stimuli be greatly slowed down, accomplished through protracted learning and the accumulation of experience, and the use of external memory aids [19]. The time required to learn is exacerbated by the need to present the stimuli more than once, with distinct pauses in between [4], [52]:116.

Brereton [14] found that physical components or artifacts are integral to learning in the field of design, and positively affect the course of inquiry, idea generation and discovery. Engineering students learn engineering fundamentals and develop engineering intuition by relating abstract engineering theory to their interactions with hardware – or ‘doing’ [59]. Building a foundation of physical activities and sensing, with materials and devices, is seen as critical preparation for performing engineering-oriented visualization [60] and sketching [15]. Various recent studies have shown significant improvements in engineering students’ understanding of system
interconnectivity, and increased abilities to describe reasonable redesign solutions after performing scaffolded design dissection – or reverse engineering – activities [15].

4.3.1. Foundations: Learn in Terms of What You Know

Any such learning, however, must be built up, starting with very simple experiences and problems which are limited by the size of short term memory [52]:118, [55]. Subsequent increases in difficulty must lie within these limitations as well, so that they can be incorporated into memory schemas or chunks (c.f. [49]). Indeed, Ericsson [23] observed that students and advanced performers should be presented with cases just above their current level of ability. People only learn by connecting what they are learning to what they already know, and therefore instruction should build on the learners’ prior knowledge and understanding [1], their foundation at any given time.

Eysenck [24] showed how such memory indexing leads to favorable design outcomes, whereby the success of problem-solvers rests primarily on their ability to correctly select a very small part of the total problem-solving maze for exploration. People learn through experience which elements of the situation are important and which can be ignored [20]. This makes for easier understanding and expedient selection from an otherwise infinite array of solutions for the competent designer. As Bagiati and Evangelou [8] noted, engineering would be difficult to practice if engineers had to reinvent the wheel every time they tried to address a need; they must have the ability to recall previous solutions. It is also the only way designers will see a problem once they have some experience in the domain [47]. These abilities manifest themselves as emotions, for it has been found that experience at or above the level of competency reveals itself as developing a ‘feel’ or having intuition for choosing what to do [20], [22].

Therefore, investing in the lengthy practices of learning and gaining experience allows one to reap the reward of being able to design with relatively low cognitive expenditure; i.e., using the very limited real-time resources available to humans.

4.4. Creativity Accompanies Experience

As was discussed in Sect. 4.3, knowledge structures in the human brain are organized to support the process of exploratory thinking which is characteristic of design. Performing this exploration and being able to search through memory structures to select relevant knowledge can be regarded a part of the creative process [54]. But these structures not only create a space for existing learning, they allow learners to anticipate where not-yet-discovered ideas should fit; our brains are hardwired to look for patterns in what we experience, and those patterns become the basis for future action and learning, allowing the learner to adapt to new situations and come up with new ideas [1]. Once people acquire some experience in a domain they will inherently be creative in it, and are bound to apply that creativity to new design problems [44].

5. DIFFICULTIES WITH PRESCRIPTIONS

It is readily seen that the greatest misalignment with the foregoing human behaviour descriptions comes from systematic-prescription school, or that portion of the cDM which has been discussed so far. Abstraction, prescribed by the functional analysis step, cannot be performed without first having tactile and visual experience in the domain – which is a contradiction of the cDM mandate. Experience with physical artifacts is integral to continued learning and to improved product outcomes, but the cDM neither prescribes nor advocates the gaining of any such experience.

It is also found that acquiring domain experience – which ultimately is unavoidable – automatically causes the designer to creatively visualize solutions when faced with design problems. This will likely circumvent all of the steps in the cDM’s concept generation phase (Sect. 6), not just functional analysis.

5.1.1. Mistaken Directive(s) from the Beginning?

From this result a question then arises: why did the fathers of the cDM, very experienced designers themselves, advocate abstraction to beginners (Sect. 3.1)? We know that one of their purposes was to impart their methods onto beginners to reduce the time necessary to become full-fledged designers. Perhaps they did not realize that abstraction only comes from experience itself, and that one cannot simply instruct beginners to behave like experienced designers and expect better results. As was discussed in Sect. 4.3, one learns only gradually, and only in terms of what one already knows.

6. ENGINEERING DESIGN TEXTBOOKS

It appears that there is no unified engineering pedagogy which acknowledges and works with this need to gain experience in design. Crismond and Adams [15] describe engineering design textbooks as often espousing design techniques and steps over how people actually learn design. And, as Van Dooren et al [19] note, for experienced designers the design process is not split up into separate steps but is an undivided whole, with automatic actions based on routine and with moments of reflection and exploration. To determine whether common engineering design textbooks allow for and provide guidelines for gaining design experience, or advocate following the cDM’s systemized and universal steps, several were surveyed for this research.

6.1. Textbook Research Methodology

6.1.1. Material Collection. The University of Toronto and University of Calgary online libraries were searched for book titles using the word “design” along with one or
more of the words “engineering”, “product” and “mechanical.” The first criteria for selection from the results were that the book cannot be specific to a discipline, as in “engineering design of concrete structures,” and that it must involve a design process, i.e., activities leading to the production of a product. This precluded books focused on the selection and application of components, such as Shigley’s Mechanical Engineering Design [51]. The final criterion of a book’s publication date in the library listings being later than 1999 resulted in 12 textbooks remaining, and these are listed in Table 1. Publisher websites were subsequently checked for book availability, with two books no longer being offered (indicated by shading in their respective rows on the left half of Table 1) and two having newer editions than those in the library listings (titles shown in bold in Table 1). Rather than acquiring these new editions, their online table-of-contents postings were cross-checked with the library editions to confirm that there were no substantial differences. The publishing date and page numbers therefore correspond to the older editions in these two cases.

### 6.1.2. Material Evaluation

Each of the books’ content was examined for the presence of any abstract, non-experiential aspects of design, and for aspects involving physical interactions and experience with the environment. The detailed categories in Table 1 manifesting these aspects are described below, and their relative strengths are represented by the degree of shading in the table. Dark-shaded blocks designate a strong and explicit presence of the item in a textbook, whereas light-shaded ones indicate weak or casual usage. Unshaded blocks with page numbers represent an indirect or implicit reference to the item, or an item which has no link to or causative effect on the contained design process.

From our experience, a concept generation phase — whose steps are listed in Sect. 3.2 — is indicative of the cDM being prescribed by the textbook. As can be seen from Table 1, the twelve textbooks contain all or most of the cDM concept generation steps — and most strongly so. The subsections to follow will look at some of these steps in more detail, and how they relate to the learning and practice of design engineers.

### Table 1: Engineering design textbooks: Prevalence of experiential and non-experiential sections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Major sources or citations</th>
<th>Abstract, non-experiential sections</th>
<th>Physical, experiential sections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Design</td>
<td>Eggert, 2005</td>
<td>(Pahl &amp; Beitz, 1996), (Ullman, 1997)</td>
<td>76-81</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Design for Engineers</td>
<td>Shetty, 2016</td>
<td>(Ulrich &amp; Eppinger, 2012), (Cross, 2008)</td>
<td>75-104</td>
<td>55-56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Also heading Table 1 are categories indicative of a physical, experiential approach: reverse engineering; early iterative making (3D CAD or real); embodiment design; and formal prototyping and testing. Two others which we consider important to the experiential approach, Progressive Learning (layered foundations) and Effects of Experience, are included in Table 1: it shows the texts to contain very little material related to either. As well, it was found that if a text contains a Reverse Engineering section, it is usually in support of functional analysis or to aid the experienced designer. Prototyping & Testing, of course, is mandatory for successfully introducing physical products into the world, and so its reasonably strong presence in Table 1 is not considered indicative of an experiential mandate like Iterative Making would be.

6.2. Remaining Steps of cDM Concept Generation

Functional analysis and its relation to human behavior have already been discussed in Sects. 3.3 and 5. The following subsections briefly address the remaining steps of the cDM’s concept generation phase similarly, with reference to the textbooks listed in Table 1.

6.2.1. Problem Definition. The cDM’s functional analysis step will usually include or be preceded by an extensive problem analysis or definition phase, thought by some to be too extensive [13], [31], and so is included here. Based on the human behaviors described in Sect. 4, there can be no inherent structure in a situation since one learns the problem in terms of one’s own experiences. As Figueiredo [26] observes, “the process of solving a problem becomes identical with the process of understanding its nature, […] with the information needed to understand the problem depending on the designer’s ideas for solving it.” Atman et al [6] found that novices – having no experience and therefore no ideas – could not produce quality designs in spite of spending a large portion of their time defining the problem.

6.2.2. Systematic Solution Search (or Non-Experiential Creation). Eleven of the design textbooks listed in Table 1 prescribe various systematic search techniques for embodying the abstract subfunctions derived from the functional analysis step and turning them into artifacts. But merely browsing through images or trying to consult specialists as advocated by the cDM design-text authors (e.g., [65]:125-126) – in lieu of gaining actual, hands-on experience – neither helps design students learn nor helps them solve design problems. In empirical studies of design students, Radcliffe & Lee [57] found that the subjects turned the pages of design magazines in an apparently aimless fashion, and that their search for solution ideas was constrained by their knowledge and experience. This finding is very similar to that of Samuel [58], wherein students were unable to interact with specialists ([57] citing [58]).

Some of the design textbooks advocate general creativity exercises (e.g., [35] pp. 269-271), that is, the teaching and learning of creativity on its own or as its own domain. There are some researchers and educators who advocate doing so as well (e.g., [18]). However, as discussed in Sect. 4.4, once people acquire experience in a domain they will be creative in it anyway.

6.2.3. Systematic and Morphological Combination

Some examples of systematic combinatorial methods are the concept classification tree and the concept combination table (e.g., [65] pp. 131-138), intended to bring the large number of random, systematically-generated sub-solution combinations down to a manageable level. The arguments against these activities are the same as those against functional analysis and systematic solution search, that one visualizes and recognizes solutions based on one’s experiences, and makes creative transformations of those experiences [39], [54]. The testing of and reflection upon those solutions form the basis of learning and design, and become new experiences themselves.

6.2.4. Systematic Concept Selection Methods. Alves et al [3] found that, in practice, designers shunned rational convergence techniques for being too systematic, and adopted instead intuitive decision processes, making spontaneous choices based on their own strategic perspectives. Kihlander [40] observed that formalized selection methods such as concept scoring and weighed objectives method often have little significance in design practice, and that formal decision making plays a minor role.

6.3. Is the cDM a Model of Expert Designers?

From the foregoing analyses and discussions, the cDM’s concept generation phase may be thought of as a model of expert designers, albeit a very crude one, which attempts to emulate their design outcomes but without an understanding of the human processes involved.

6.3.1. Lack of cDM Use in Industry: An Explanation

It is possibly for these reasons that the cDM is rarely used in industry by practicing designers, regardless of their educational backgrounds [17]:5, [11]:1, [21], [44], [50], [63]. Experienced designers likely do not need a device which attempts to emulate or replace themselves, especially via artificial and systematic directives. What they may want, instead, is one that works with and extends their abilities.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Based on human behaviours described in the empirical research literature, the classical design methodology is found to prescribe activities which beginning designers
have difficulty performing (e.g., functional abstraction). It also does not allow for activities that experienced designers are automatically and naturally inclined to do (such as visualize solutions). The cDM will need to incorporate and allow for physical experience in its mandate if it is to be usable and workable for designers across the proficiency spectrum.

The systematic concept generation phase of the cDM may, in effect, be an attempt at emulating expert designers and their processes, without understanding either. This may be the reason the cDM is rarely used by practitioners in industry: there is no need to emulate what you are already inclined to do. A better DM would be one that extended a designer’s abilities.

All design methodologies, if they are to be successful at all – within education or outside it – must be written with an understanding of human behaviour, of the importance of human designers gaining tactile and visual experience with artifacts in the domain, and of the profound and unavoidable changes which occur as one gains that experience.

It is also found that the cDM pervades all or most of the engineering design textbooks available in North America, which possibly implies that it is a dominant factor in design education there. To better prepare engineering design students for industry, it may be advisable that educators circumvent the systematic concept generation phase of the cDM, and supplant it with a pedagogy which understands, works with, and builds upon the behavioural tendencies of human designers.
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